Inhibitory effects of hyperthermia on mechanisms involved in autoresuscitation from hypoxic apnea in mice: a model for thermal stress causing SIDS.
The physiological mechanisms that might be involved in an association between heat stress and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) are obscure. We tested the hypothesis that a combination of acute hypoxia and elevated body temperature (T(B)) might prevent autoresuscitation from hypoxic apnea (AR). We exposed 21-day-old mice (total = 216) to hyperthermia (40.5-43.5 degrees C), hypoxia, or a combination of the two. Neither hyperthermia alone (40.5-42.5 degrees C) nor hypoxia alone was found to be lethal, but the combination produced failure to AR during the first hypoxic exposure with increasing frequency as T(B) increased. The ability to withstand multiple hypoxic exposures was also reduced as T(B) increased. In contrast, heat stress causing moderate T(B) increase (40.5 degrees C) had no effect on survival. Increased T(B) (43.5 degrees C) reduced gasping duration and number of gasps. It increased heart rate during anoxia but did not alter gasping rate. Furthermore, the oxygen-independent increase in heart rate observed before gasping failure was usually delayed until after the last gasp in hyperthermic animals. Mild dehydration occurred during T(B) elevation, but this did not appear to be a primary factor in AR failure. We conclude that a thermal stress, which by itself is nonlethal, frequently prevents AR from hypoxic apnea. This may be due, at least in part, to decreased gasp number and duration as well as to hyperthermia-related asynchrony of reflexes regulating heart and gasping frequencies during attempted AR.